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Abstract

Next generation wireless systems will be characterized by two things among others: the dense

deployment of small cell base stations (SBS), and caching of popular data files at the edge. In

this paper we study the downlink multi-user fading channel in a small cell when the interfering

transmissions from another non-cooperative BS are files characterized by asynchronous reuse,

that is the same file is transmitted several times depending on its popularity. For this system

model we propose cache-assisted successive interference cancellation (CAIC): The small cell users

cache popular files, and then for decoding the desired file from the SBS they use the cached

data for canceling the interfering transmissions of the interfering BS. The result in this case is

an interference-free point-to-point link. For this system we develop an analytical model for the

ergodic capacity (fast fading) and outage probability (slow fading) of the multi-user channel from

the SBS towards its users. Next, we validate our analytical tools with simulation and experiments,

and finally we apply CAIC in HetNets where we show the significant performance improvements

that it offers.
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I. Introduction

Cell shrinking has been the most effective technique for achieving orders of magnitude

better spectral efficiency in wireless communication systems. Maintaining a small cell is

the advantage of wireless LANs that use a single low-power small cell base station (SBS).

However, this trend has also given rise to the heterogeneous cellular network (HetNet)

paradigm, a central component of future cellular systems, where a high power macro BS

(MBS) is overlaid with tiers of SBSs that use short-range spectral-efficient communication.

Cell shrinking allows the reuse of wireless resources within the same network, e.g. MBS and

SBSs in HetNets [1].1

In cellular systems where resources are aggressively reused across cells, interference must

be minimized with network-wide inter-cell interference coordination (ICIC) mechanisms.

The options for handling the residual interference at small cells are limited: Either treat it

as noise, or try to decode it with optimal successive interference cancellation (SIC) methods

where the stronger signal is decoded first [2]. We believe that a third option, complementary

to SIC, may be particularly suitable for a downlink multi-user channel, illustrated within

the ellipsis in Fig. 1: If the transmitted data (file fl in Fig. 1) from an interfering BS is

available at an SBS user, then this user can use this prior information for canceling the

interference without having to decode it. By using prior information, the SBS can achieve

a capacity gain since interference is eliminated and the channel is converted to a single-

input single-output (SISO) channel. The concept is applicable in several network topologies

that include WLANs and cellular HetNets since it is a fundamental wireless communication

topology, namely the downlink multi-user channel [2]. We argue that this optimization, that

leverages prior information, may be even more promising in scenarios where the BS delivers

files that feature asynchronous content reuse. That is, the same file is re-delivered over the

1Aggressive spectrum reuse can occur across networks, e.g. LTE Unlicensed operates in the unlicensed WiFi band,

also neighboring WiFi SBSs reuse spectrum. The end result is that these smaller cells will suffer from interference.
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Fig. 1. An isolated small cell consists of a SBS that transmits its data to its associated users. The BS transmission of

file fl interferes (dashed line) at the SBS users. If this file is available at the users the capacity of the SBS multi-user

downlink channel can be increased without any knowledge of the interference at the SBS.

wireless medium repeatedly depending on its popularity allowing for more opportunities

of cache-assisted interference cancellation (CAIC). This type of traffic is characteristic of

video-on-demand (VoD) applications that deliver popular files (e.g., viral Youtube videos),

and constitutes the dominant traffic type in cellular networks and wireless LANs. This

makes CAIC a perfect fit for modern wireless networks.

A. Related Work

Storage capacity at user devices has grown significantly the last few years. Caching content

at the users has already been established as a technique that offers multiple benefits in small

cells [3]–[11]. The concept of femtocaching, first proposed by Golrezai et al. [3], exploits

content reuse by small-cell users by placing a cache at the SBS in Fig. 1. To improve

efficiency, users in the small cell can also pool together their storage resources, forming thus

a device-to-device (D2D) caching network and a single common virtual cache (CVC) [12].

The users store disjoint sets of files from a common library based on deterministic decisions

that are controlled by the SBS. This allows optimal use of the storage resources in the
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D2D network. Fully randomized caching decisions by the users can also be employed in a

D2D caching network in order to populate the CVC [12]. This caching policy allows the

throughput to scale linearly with the number of users and the cache space (per user) in the

D2D network. The scaling behavior is similar with that of the deterministic D2D caching

scheme. In the remaining of this paper we refer to these systems as classic caching systems

since their purpose is to cache data for delivery to the primary user.

Moving one step beyond the baseline classic caching schemes, new concepts suggest the

combination of caching with physical layer methods. Coded multicasting (or else index

coding), is one of those ideas that combines caching of coded data at the users, with

broadcast wireless transmissions from the SBS. The same coded wireless data transmission

from the SBS is useful to more than one users [5], [6], [11], [13]. The authors that proposed

this concept in [5] showed that when the collective cache size MU (M files in each of the U

SBS users) is larger than the file library of F files, the number of required SBS transmissions

scales as a function of these parameters. Shanmugam et al. [13] also considered the use of

side information that is provided from the broadcast transmissions from the BS in Fig. 1,

that is in full coordination with the SBS. Coded multicasting is again controlled from the

SBS in order to increase index coding opportunities. In these works the SBS encodes the

data over a finite field (similar to network coding). Beyond coded multicasting, coordinated

and cooperative transmission from MIMO-enabled base stations can also be combined with

caching in systems [14]. The problem of cooperative transmission from BSs and user caching,

was studied in [15] under a randomized user and BS distribution (Poisson process model). In

this last work the BSs transmit information that is superimposed at each BS, thus assuming

full cooperation between two BSs through the backend. Furthermore, this coordinated BS

transmission and user caching, can be optimized and fine-tuned for ensuring highly delay

sensitive information like video [11], and even more secure the video delivery process [9],

[10].
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However, in our target setup the BS is non-cooperative entity: It transmits packets

that interfere with all users associated to the SBS. This makes all the previous works

not suitable for our setup. The problem is that the BS cannot be forced to use index

coding [13], superposition coding [15], or apply some form of fully synchronized MIMO

transmission [14]. Hence, in our scenario BS transmission is a source of uncontrolled intra-

cell interference. In this case when the information is unknown the optimal strategy for the

user is to use SIC [2]. There are however scenarios where the broadcasted information from

the BS is already available at some users. Several works suggest the concept we presented

in the introduction: Use a-priori information for decoding data that have been additively

combined from the channel at the signal level [16]. In [16] the authors considered that in a

three-hop chain network the node in the middle has available a-priori data packets because

of their MAC-layer retransmission. A wireline backhaul can also provide a-priori data for

decoding in network MIMO scenarios. Known-interference cancellation refers to the same

concept of exploiting the availability of a-priori information but in a very practical setting

where the two interfering transmissions may be asynchronous. The same concept can also

be used in multi-hop wireless networks and the availability of a-priori data is because of

multihop forwarding. In this work we focus in the most frequently used topology today that

of an independent network that consists of a SBS and several users associated to it (the

downlink multi-user channel).

B. This paper

As we discussed in the last subsection, content reuse is big part of the downlink traffic

in modern wireless networks. To obtain a clear picture of the potential performance gains

that may come from content reuse and a-priori data in real network deployments, key

aspects of modern wireless systems must be taken into account. In this paper we first
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consider a realistic fading channel.2 Second, we model practical wireless algorithms that are

omnipresent and involve packet scheduling and adaptive modulation and coding (MCS) that

aim to minimize the impact of fading. These algorithms perplex even more the packet-based

transmission and the decoding algorithm that uses prior information. Third, we consider

the very popular downlink multi-user channel, for which the sum-capacity with CSIT in

fast fading is achieved by scheduling the user with the highest signal-to-interference plus

noise ratio (SINR), i.e. one of the dominant wireless scheduling schemes (§6 [2]). Fourth,

we do not consider any form of cooperation between the SBS and the BS. Hence, modeling

the performance of the widely used and optimal strategy for the multi-user downlink fading

channel in the presence of a non-cooperative interfering source that exhibits content reuse (as

it is the case in real systems) is an open unstudied problem that has practical implications

for modern wireless networks.

The specific contributions of this paper are the following: 1) We propose CAIC which

is suitable for multi-user downlink channels when interfering signals are already cached

locally. The numerical, simulation, and experimental evaluation of CAIC in a real wireless

testbed, proves that the basic CAIC scheme offers capacity and outage benefits that grow

linearly w.r.t. the space allocated for CAIC at the users. 2) A closed-form ergodic capacity

model under CSIT and optimal multi-user scheduling for fast fading channels, and also an

outage model for CAIC suitable for slow fading channels when only CSIR is available. 3)

A practical algorithm that may serve as the basis of interfacing CAIC with classic caching

schemes. 4) We propose the use of CAIC simultaneously with classic caching in 5G HetNets,

and evaluate its performance under a variety of scenarios.

2Without channel state information at the transmitter (CSIT) the strict definition of capacity in a fading channel

is not informative since it is zero.
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C. Paper Organization

Our detailed system model is described in Section II. In Section III we develop an

analytical model that characterizes the capacity of the multi-user fast fading channel with

CAIC, and in Section IV the outage probability model under slow fading for a single user and

the proposed scheme. The validation of the models is presented in Section V. Subsequently,

we propose further system optimizations for interfacing our scheme with classic caching

algorithms in Section VI. A thorough performance evaluation for the application of our

scheme in HetNets is presented in Section VII, while we conclude this paper in Section VIII.

II. System Model

In this paper we consider the multi-user performance of a SBS that operates under the

presence of an interfering BS when both deliver popular content. We consider that the BS is

a partially-cooperative entity, that is it does not coordinate its transmissions with the SBS,

but it only allows the SBS to know from overhearing what is the MCS that it transmits,

and what is the id of the data. Hence, the BS is an autonomous entity that optimizes its

transmissions at its own discretion (not the focus of this paper). Consequently, our network

model consists of a single interfering BS, a SBS and its associated users contained in the set

set U={0, 1, ..., U − 1} with |U|=U (Fig. 1). As we will later demonstrate, this model can

be used for a HetNet that consits of multiple SBSs. User mobility is not considered in this

work. However, since our model does not depend on any type of global optimization, mobile

users associating to a SBS can be easily accommodated. Informing the SBS regarding the

contents of their cache will allow the SBS to include them immediately in the scheduling

decisions regardless of the other users.

A. Signal and Interference Model

In our model each file is segmented into data chunks which is the smallest unit of the

file. Clearly, a physical-layer (PHY) packet may contain more than one chunks but in this
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TABLE I

System parameters and paper notation.

Symbol Explanation Symbol Explanation

U Users per small cell hx,y Channel gain between node x and y

M Cache size at a user R1 MCS used by the SBS

F Size of file library R2 MCS used by the BS

PBS BS TX power pl Popularity of the l-th file of the library

PSBS SBS TX power γ Zipf parameter

σ2 Noise variance fl the l-th file

C Capacity P (i, fl) Prob. that file fl is located at user i

Cscheme
x,i Capacity of ”scheme” between node x and user i PCVC(fl) Prob. that file fl is located at the CVC

paper for exposition purposes we assume that it contains one chunk. In a time slot of the

wireless system the transmitted PHY baseband data from the SBS and the BS are denoted

as xSBS and xBS respectively. For the slow fading derivations the channels are assumed to be

block-fading Rayleigh and quasi-stationary, that is they remain constant for the complete

duration of a transmitted data block. The channel gain from the s-th to the i-th node is

denoted as hs,i. The fading coefficients are independent and hs,i∼CN (PL, 1), i.e., they are

complex Gaussian random variables with unit variance and mean that depends on the path

loss component (explained later). In both cellular and wireless LANs, scheduling and MCS

adaptation are made possible because of Channel State Information at the Transmitter

(CSIT), something that is also possible in modern systems [2]. Now assume that the BS

encodes the data at a rate R2 bits/s/Hz and the SBS at R1 bits/s/Hz. With the use of

OFDM, frequency selectivity is removed, and the baseband flat fading signal model at user

i is:

yi =
√

PSBShSBS,ixSBS +
√

PBShBS,ixBS + wi (1)
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PSBS, PBS correspond to the transmit power of the SBS and the BS respectively and wi

is the noise sample. The average channel gain is affected by distance-dependent path loss

according to L(d)=128.1 + 37.6 log10(d) dB, where d is the distance in Km [17], and the

shadowing standard deviation is 8 dB.3 Additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) is assumed

at the receivers of the users with zero mean and variance equal to σ2. Channel State

Information at the Receiver (CSIR) and CSIT are available depending on our analysis. CSI

from the BS to the user is not required at the SBS.

B. The Cache-Assisted Interference Canceling (CAIC) Receiver.

When a user receives the baseband signal in (1) that contains interference from the

BS, it attempts to decode the desired data xSBS. CAIC operates at the level of individual

PHY packets: If the interfering data chunk xBS is not locally available at the user, then it

cannot remove it from (1) and improve decoding performance. Consequently, the receiver

uses classic SIC and decodes the stronger of the two interfering signals [2]. Assuming for

normalization that E[|xSBS|2]=E[|xBS|2]=1, to decode xSBS first, the tested condition is:4

PSBS|hSBS,i|2

2R1 − 1
>

PBS|hBS,i|2

2R2 − 1
(2)

In the opposite case that the interfering BS signal xBS has the highest energy/bit, it is

decoded first. We do not assume perfect interference cancellation and the signal might not

be decoded. But in case the signal from the BS is correctly decoded, with CSIR at the user

(the estimated channel hBS,i) the receiver can remove xBS from the aggregate received signal

yi. Note that the decoding algorithm at the user must also know R2 in order to recreate

3Inter-cell interference from other macrocells may also be taken into account in an aggregate form.

4It is possible that different rules are used for selecting the symbol to be decoded first or even a completely different

SIC scheme. In this case we add the division so that we compare not just the signal power but the energy/bit: If a

signal for example has lower power but uses low order modulation e.g. BPSK then it may have higher chance of being

decoded when compared to a signal that has higher power but lower energy/bit due to a high order modulation..
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locally the modulated signal xBS (by modulating and coding the cached data). This allows

us to decode at the next stage xSBS by using the following baseband signal that does not

contain interference:

yi =
√
PSBShSBS,ixSBS + wi (3)

However, in the case of incorrect decoding of xBS the decoding of xSBS has to treat xBS as

noise leading to worse performance, i.e., (1) is applicable. CAIC is enabled when the data

chunk xBS is found in the local cache of user i. Since this data chunk is locally available in

a correct decoded form, the previous algorithm is simplified: In particular (3) is valid since

xBS can be subtracted easily from the composite signal in (1) because it is known (it does

not have to be decoded).

C. File Library & Content Re-use.

The file library that can be delivered in this network is the set F={f0, f1, ..., fF−1} with

|F|=F . It is important to clarify the use of the caching space. The SBS and the users each

have a storage space of M files each. For the purpose of our model and our later analysis

this space of M files is separated into two parts virtually. This means that separation

is not physical, that is for a file that should exist in both caches we maintain a single

copy in the hard disk. The first part is the CAIC cache that has a size MCAIC files. This

space is dedicated only for CAIC and this is the only part of the cache that concerns the

performance analysis in Sections III and IV. We also allow the existence of a CVC that

stores cached data that are required for the consumption of the small cell users and is part

of our discussion in Section VI. Hence, the available space of the CVC is UMCVC files and

is only dedicated to delivering the primary information requested by a user. The specific

subset of files that is cached at node i is denoted as Hi, while the union of the caches of all

the U small cell users is H=
U∪
i=1

Hi. We assume that the caches have been populated during

the earlier system operation (typically the caches are re-populated with a period of a few
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days [3], [5], [8]). The demand for the file library within a certain time period (e.g., a few

hours or days) is assumed to be fixed and known in advance [3]. For example, the demand

of future requests can be estimated by analyzing past user requests [18]. The popularity of

the F files is modeled with a Zipf distribution: The popularity of file fk is indicated by pk

and so
∑F−1

k=0 pk = 1. The file popularity is decreasing in the index, i.e., pk ≥ pl if k ≤ l.

The popularity of the k-th file, denoted by pk, is inversely proportional to its rank:

pk = 1
/
(k + 1)γ

F∑
l=1

1

lγ
, 0 ≤ k ≤ F − 1.

III. Ergodic Capacity with CSIT in Fast Fading

A. Capacity-Achieving Multi-User Scheduling with CAIC at the SBS.

In practical wireless systems packet schedulers at the BS and SBS are typically channel-

aware and dynamic, that is they consider the instantaneous fading levels. For maximizing

the sum-capacity in the downlink direction, when the available transmit power is P , the

user that has the best channel must be scheduled [2]. Assuming Gaussian inputs and a

capacity achieving channel code, we can apply Shannon’s formula for user i and we have

an additional case with CAIC: Without CAIC it is CNoCAIC=log(1+
P |hSBS,i|2

P |hBS,i|2+σ2 ) bits/s/Hz,

while if CAIC can be applied the capacity is CCAIC=log(1 +
P |hSBS,i|2

σ2 ) bits/s/Hz. Hence,

in our system the user that achieves the highest instantaneous SINR is still scheduled by

the SBS but with the additional consideration of CAIC on this SINR. This is a cache-

assisted sum-capacity-maximizing scheduling policy that enhances the well-known optimal

opportunistic scheduling scheme in the downlink multi-user channel [2]. The next natural

question is what is the performance of such a joint scheduling/CAIC scheme.

B. Capacity

For a given set of transmission parameters at the BS, that include the data file fl and

R2, the capacity of the SBS downlink multi-user fast-fading fading channel with CSIT and
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under optimal scheduling is

CCAIC(fl, R2) = E
[
log2(1 + max

i∈U
{Si})|fl, R2

]
, (4)

where the expectation is with respect to the random variable Si that is the SINR of

each user. Reformulating the capacity expression to account for a single random variable

S=maxi∈U{Si}, which is the maximum instantaneous SINR of any user, we have:

CCAIC(fl, R2) = E[log2(1 + S)|fl, R2] =

∫ ∞

0

log2(1 + s)fS(s)ds (5)

To derive an expression for CCAIC we focus on calculating the cumulative distribution

function (CDF) of S. The probability density function (PDF) fS(s) is calculated the by

differentiation.

C. CDF of the SINR random variable with a SIC Receiver

For minimizing the complexity of our analysis, we define the random variables Y =PSBS|hSBS,i|2,

X=PBS|hBS,i|2, and their expectation: E[Y ]=µi=PSBS E[|hSBS|2], and E[X]=λi=PBS E[|hBS|2],

where µi is the average channel gain from the SBS to user i, and λi is the average channel

gain from the BS to user i. To calculate the CDF of the SINR that the SBS experiences

towards the optimal user, we must note that it depends on the maximum SINR of any

user. Furthermore, since we have two decoding options, that is classic SIC and CAIC, the

instantaneous SINR is different and denoted as SSIC
i , and SCAIC

i respectively. If we denote

with P (i, fl) the probability that file fl is located at user i, the CDF is:

FS(s) = Pr{S ≤ s} = Pr{max
i∈U

{Si} < s|fl, R2} = Pr
{
max
i∈U

{
SSIC
i 1fl /∈Hi

, SCAIC
i 1fl∈Hi

}
< s

}
(6)

=
∏
i∈U

(
Pr{SSIC

i < s, fl /∈ Hi}+ Pr{SCAIC
i < s, fl ∈ Hi}

)
(7)

=
∏
i∈U

(
Pr{SSIC

i < s}(1− P (i, fl)) + Pr{SCAIC
i < s}P (i, fl)

)
(8)
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Formula (7) is because the availability or not of fl defines two mutually exclusive events.

Finally, (8) is because the probability of file fl residing (w.p. P (i, fl)) or not (w.p. 1−P (i, fl))

at a user is independent of the SINR random variable.

Now the optimal caching policy for fl with CAIC is straightforward to derive: Each user

caches the most popular files (least recently used (LRU)) until the available space of MCAIC

files for CAIC is consumed. This allows us to calculate P (i, fl) for a given available space

MCAIC and file popularity.

1) Analysis of Classic SIC: To calculate (8) and later (5) numerically, the two CDFs

in (8) must be calculated. Let us denote with CBS,i the instantaneous capacity of the

channel that is formed between the BS and user i. Even without CAIC, the SINR of the

SBS transmission depends on whether the BS data can be decoded or not for the given R2

that the BS selected. Hence, the CDF is conditioned on the two outcomes of a single event

and is written as:

F SIC
i (s) = Pr{SSIC

i < s} = Pr{Si < s,CBS,i < R2}+ Pr{Si < s,CBS,i ≥ R2} (9)

We calculate the CDF as the probability of the two mutually exclusive events above.

The first event: This is the case that the BS transmission is not decoded at the user.

It is defined as Pr{Si < s,CBS,i < R2}. The important detail is that if we apply SIC, the

SINR Si will be different depending which signal has the highest energy/bit since this will

be the one that will be decoded first. In particular if the signal from the SBS has higher

energy/bit than the signal from the BS, i.e., if {Y > 2R1−1
2R2−1

X} (this is condition (2)), it

will be Si= Y
X+σ2 . In the opposite case that the signal from the BS has higher energy/bit

than the signal from the SBS, then SIC will attempt to decode first the BS, and if it is

successful, it can remove it from the aggregate signal. Thus, it will be Si= Y
σ2 .

This discussion leads to the decomposition of the event {Si < s,CBS,i < R2} to two
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mutually exclusive events as

Pr{Si < s,CBS,i < R2} = Pr{Si < s,CBS,i < R2, Y >
2R1 − 1

2R2 − 1
X}

+ Pr{Si < s,CBS,i < R2, Y <
2R1 − 1

2R2 − 1
X}, (10)

depending on which block is decoded first. Elaborating further on (10) we obtain:

Pr{Si < s,CBS,i < R2} = Pr{Y − sX < sσ2, Y >
2R1 − 1

2R2 − 1
X}

+ Pr{X − (2R2 − 1)Y < (2R2 − 1)σ2, Y <
2R1 − 1)

2R2 − 1
X} (11)

The event {Y > s
2R2−1

X} considers all the cases where the block that originates from the

SBS, has the highest energy/bit. If this event is true, then {Y − sX < sσ2} is true for the

SBS SINR. An important detail is that this event includes the case that the BS cannot

be decoded if {Y > s
2R2−1

X} is true. The reason is simply that the energy/bit is lower for

the BS and so if the SBS cannot be decoded, we can definitely not decode the BS. On

the other hand, when {Y < s
2R2−1

X} is true in the second of the two independent events

in (11), then similarly with before we only need to consider the probability that the BS

will not be decoded.

X and Y are independent exponential random variables their joint PDF is separable.

Thus, for the first event:

Pr{Y − sX < sσ2, Y >
2R1 − 1)

2R2 − 1
X} =

λi

λi + µi
PBS
PSBS

2R1−1)

2R2−1

−
λi exp(−µisσ

2

PSBS
)

λi + µi
PBS
PSBS

s
(12)

Similarly we calculate the probability of the second event in (11) and then by adding the

two results we obtain:

Pr{Si < s,CBS,i < R2} =
λi

λi + µi
PBS
PSBS

2R1−1)
2R2−1

−
λi exp(−µisσ

2

PSBS
)

λi + µi
PBS
PSBS

s
+

µi

λi
PSBS
PBS

2R2−1
2R1−1)

+ µi

−
µi exp(−λi(2

R2−1)σ2

PBS
)

µi + λi
PSBS
PBS

(2R2 − 1)

(13)
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Second Event: The second event in (9) considers the case that the BS is decoded:

Pr{Si < s,CBS,i ≥ R2}

= Pr{Si < s,CBS,i ≥ R2, Y >
2R1 − 1

2R2 − 1
X}+ Pr{Si < s,CBS,i ≥ R2, Y <

2R1 − 1

2R2 − 1
X} (14)

In (14) we followed the same approach with before, only now the probability of the first of the

two disjoint events is zero. This is a result of SIC that selects to decode first the data block

with the highest energy/bit: If the signal from the SBS is stronger (i.e., {Y > 2R1−1
2R2−1

X}),

and the user fails to decode it (i.e., {CBS,i < R2}), then it is impossible to decode the BS

since the SBS was not canceled. This leads to

Pr{Si < s,C2 ≥ R2, Y <
2R1 − 1

2R2 − 1
X} (15)

= Pr{Y < sσ2, X − (2R2 − 1)Y > (2R2 − 1)σ2, Y <
2R1 − 1

2R2 − 1
X}

=
µi exp(

−λi(2
R2−1)σ2

PBS
)

µi + λi
PSBS
PBS

(2R2 − 1)

(
1− exp(−(

µi

PSBS
+

λi

PBS
(2R2 − 1))sσ2)

)
,

where the third line is obtained after integration of the pdf’s of the SINR X and Y , in the

limits specified by R1, R2. In this result note that when the decoding of the BS succeeds,

then this data chunk will be successfully removed from the composite signal. This means

that the CDF of the SBS SINR is {Y < sσ2} because the decoder only needs to combat

AWGN. To understand the result consider the case λi → ∞. This corresponds to a very

low value for the average channel gain, i.e., E[|hBS,i|2] → 0 and so the power of the received

signal from the BS is very low. But one notes that we now consider the event {Y < 2R1−1
2R2−1

X},

i.e., the event that the signal from the SBS will be received at an even lower power level

than the BS. Thus, the probability of the event in (15) becomes zero simply because this

event occurs infrequently as λi → ∞.

Final SIC-aware CDF: By combining the results in (13), (15), we have that (9) becomes

F SIC
i (s) = Pr{SSIC

i ≤ s} =
( λi

λi + µi
PBS
PSBS

2R1−1
2R2−1

−
λi exp(−µisσ

2

PSBS
)

λi + µi
PBS
PSBS

s
+

µi

λi
PSBS
PBS

(2R2−1)
2R1−1

+ µi

−
µi exp(−λi(2

R2−1)σ2

PBS
)

µi + λi
PSBS
PBS

(2R2 − 1)

)

−
µi exp(

−λi(2
R2−1)σ2

PBS
)

µi + λi
PSBS
PBS

(2R2 − 1)

(
1− exp(−(

µi

PSBS
+

λi

PBS
(2R2 − 1))sσ2)

)
(16)
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2) Analysis with CAIC: In the closed-form outage results in (6) there is also the expression

for CAIC when the user has knowledge of the BS data. By following the methodology in

our previous derivations it is straightforward to derive this as

FCAIC
i (s) = Pr{SCAIC

i ≤ s} = 1− exp(−µisσ
2), (17)

since it corresponds to a point-to-point SISO channel.

D. BS Model

Our final objective is to include the impact of the particular decision made by the BS.

Recall that in our model the BS acts in such a way that it serves its associated users in the

best possible way without any consideration for the impact of the selected parameters of

the transmission on the small cell users. This means it will adapt R2 as it considers best,

while the selection of the file fl is also independent from what takes place in the small cells.

The SBS capacity with CAIC depends on how frequently the particular file fl is transmit-

ted by the BS. In our model that incorporates reusable content, pl indicates the probability

that the user that is associated to the BS requests fl. Hence the capacity under all the

potential file requests is:

C(R2) =
∑
fl∈F

C(fl, R2)pl (18)

With an adaptive MCS system at the BS, the selection of R2 is conditioned on the

instantaneous SINR γ of the BS-associated user. If we index MCSs with k then for an

SINR γk−1 < γ < γk the BS will use the k-th MCS [19]. However, this will affect the

performance of SIC for the user scheduled by the SBS according to (4),(16). Based on this

discussion we can calculate the capacity as:

C =
∑
k

∫ γk

γk−1

C(R2 = k)fγ(γ)dγ =
∑
k

C(R2 = k)

∫ γk

γk−1

fγ(γ)dγ

This is calculated fairly easily since we are not interested in the PDF fγ(γ) of the SINR

between the BS and its users, but only how frequently each allowed MCS is used [19].
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For calculating numerically the capacity one has to use the CDF in (16) and (17) to

obtain the complete CDF in (8). Basides our own caching policy for the space of MCAIC

files, any new caching policy for CAIC can be defined leading to the calculation of P (i, fl).

Then, the capacity for a given R2 and file fl can be caluclated with (5). Finally, any desired

file popularity rule or MCS rule can be inserted into expressions (18) and (19) to calculate

the final ergodic capacity of the small cell.

IV. Outage Analysis for Slow Fading with CSIR

Similar analysis can be performed when CSIR is only available under slow fading. That

is, we can only calculate the probability that the SBS can communicate with a user at

a given rate R1 since the capacity is zero under slow fading. Multi-user selection is not

possible in this case ((6) is not applicable).

The outage expression is obtained by starting from its definition, and by re-using the

CDF calculated previously:

PoutCAIC(i, fl, R1, R2) = Pr{CSIC
SBS,i < R1}(1− P (i, fl)) + Pr{CCAIC

SBS,i < R1}P (i, fl)

= Pr{log2(1 + SSIC
i ) < R1}(1− P (i, fl)) + Pr{log2(1 + SCAIC

i ) < R1}P (i, fl)

= Pr{SSIC
i < 2R1 − 1}(1− P (i, fl)) + Pr{SCAIC

1i < 2R1 − 1}P (i, fl)

= F SIC
i (2R1 − 1)(1− P (i, fl)) + FCAIC

i (2R1 − 1)P (i, fl) (19)

From the definition of an outage event without CAIC and with CAIC we obtain the first

expression, and the remaining derivations are obtained by using the Shannon capacity

formula, and replacing it in the two SINR CDFs in (16) and (17).

V. Model Validation

Our next objective is to validate the analytical models. For the validation step we present

Monte Carlo simulations and experimental results from an actual testbed.
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A. Simulation Setup

The simulation results are meant to validate the analytical outage formula in (19) for

a single user. We set γ=1 in the Zipf distribution, a constant value of R1=1, and explore

a different fraction of the file library M/F that each user stores and also R2. We also set

λ=µ=1, i.e., equal distance from the BS and SBS to the user. We considered a library of

F=1000 synthetically generated files where each one had a size of 1Mbyte. Each file was

split to 8000 chunks of 1000 bits each. This file size and number of chunks ensure sufficient

averaging and larger file sizes did not affect our results. For this configuration we needed a

23-bit identifier for each chunk that was appended before the payload. Four bits were also

added to simulate the transmission of the information R2. Other generic protocol/packet

headers were not considered.

B. Outage Model Validation with Simulations

The outage probability of the CAIC receiver for a single user, i.e., expression (19) is

plotted in Fig. 2(a) together with the PHY packet-level simulation results. The numerical

analysis that provides results is based on a closed-form equation, and can accurately match

the packet-level simulation for the Rayleigh channel. This is true for different parameters of

the file caching syb-system (M/F ), and that of the wireless system (MCS R2). We observed

that numerical and simulation results agree very well because our analysis also considers

the impact of SIC error propagation.

C. Experimental Setup & Hardware Experiments

Next we present numerical results for the ergodic capacity model developed in Section III,

and compare it with real experimental results. Several research works have implemented

practical systems for SIC based on software-defined radio (SDR) platforms [20]. For this

paper we implemented the CAIC decoder and the SBS scheduler. We implemented these on a

GNURadio testbed that had available four nodes acting as the BS, SBS, and two users. Each
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Fig. 2. Simulation and experimental results

node is an off-the-shelf PC connected to a Universal Software Radio Peripheral 2 (USRP2)

with the RFX2400 daughterboard. The RFX2400 operates at the 2.4GHz frequency range.

All PCs are installed Debian 8 and GNURadio. We used a standard GNURadio configuration

for the wireless link, that is on the transmitter side, the DAC sampling rate is set to 400×106

samples/sec, while the interpolation rate is set to 200%(4 interpolation rate in the DAC

chip itself and 50 interpolation rate controlled by GNURadio), and the number of samples

per symbol is 2. On the receiver side, the ADC rate is set to 100×106 samples/sec while

the decimation rate is 50. To simplify the SIC algorithm, we used only BPSK modulation,

and so the resulting bit rate is 1Mbps. The signal to be subtracted is recreated by using

the information of the BPSK modulation in our implementation. The channel is estimated

with an MMSE estimator from a fixed preamble in each ACK packet.
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D. Ergodic Capacity Model Validation & Throughput Gains

To validate the model with the real experiments, we tested a small number of F=10

synthetically generated files with γ=1, and a different fraction of the file library M/F

that each user stores. We configured λ=µ=1, i.e., equal average distance from the BS

and SBS to the user. The capacity under the CAIC for a single user is plotted together

with the measurements for the PHY throughput gain from USRP2. The numerical analysis

that provides results is based on a closed-form equation, and can accurately match the

experiment. This is true for different parameters of the file caching subsystem (M/F ),

and MCSs of the BS (R2). The results also indicate a linear scaling behavior for the user

performance as M/F is increased.

VI. Classic Caching and CAIC

The previous models and analyses focused on the ergodic capacity and outage probability

of CAIC for different CSI assumptions. The results, obtained for a fundamental commu-

nication channel, have general applicability in several different scenarios. In addition, we

stress again that CAIC can operate independently from the classic caching algorithms since

it is concerned with data that an interfering neighbor transmits. Nevertheless, the space for

caching at a user may need to be used by both CAIC and a classic caching algorithm. The

later manages the CVC in the small cell (an example in Fig. 3). In this section we model

the performance of this type of system and we also propose a first potential algorithm that

manages the cache for joint CAIC and classic caching.

A. Outage Analysis with for Joint Classic Caching and CAIC

To model the performance of such a joint system, and eventually evaluate its performance

in a HetNet, we investigate a joint metric that considers the possibility that the file fi that

the SBS user wants, may not be located in the CVC (a cache miss or outage event), but
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also that the wireless transmission fails in case it is found. In this work we extend the

definition of an outage event in fading channels with cache-enabled transmitters as follows.5

Definition 1: Outage is the event of a failed communication of a data unit either due to

wireless transmission failure, or lack of the data unit in the local caching system of the

transmitter.

Definition 2: Let PCV C(fi) denote the probability that file fi resides in the cache of the

transmitter. The outage probability for a cache-enabled communication system is equal to:

Pout(i) = (1− PCVC(fi)) + PCVC(fi)Poutwireless (20)

We can now elaborate on the outage expression in (20) by adding the impact of classic

caching and CAIC. In our initial expression we include the indicator function so that a user

is in outage if the required file is not in the CVC, or if the file is located in the CVC but at

the same time the instantaneous capacity of the channel from the SBS to user i (denoted

as CSBS,i) is lower than the used MCS R1. The outage probability is given by:

Pout(i) = Pr{CSBS,i1fi∈H < R1|R2, fl} = (1− PCVC(fi)) + PCVC(fi)
(
Pr{CSIC

SBS,i < R1}(1− P (i, fl))

+ Pr{CCAIC
SBS,i < R1}P (i, fl)

)
(21)

Besides the case that the desired file fi for user i is not found in the CVC, the second

important case is if the SBS or the users that form a D2D network have file fi w.p. PCVC(fi).

Now if user i does not have locally the simultaneously transmitted file fl from the BS, then

the probability that it does not receive fi is equal to the probability that classic SIC does

not decode it (w.p. Pr{CSIC
SBS,i ≤ R1}). This case is similar to the baseline system. If fl is

5Even though an outage event has the same impact on the user (not receive the file), for the transmitter the

implications are different in the previous two cases: It must retransmit the data in the first case, or it must fetch

them from another network node in the second [3]–[8].
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locally available (w.p. P (i, fl)), user i can employ CAIC and remove fl completely leading

to an effective point-to-point interference-free channel within the small cell.6

B. Implementation of CAIC and a Deterministic Classic D2D Caching Algorithm (D2DSIC)

The plethora of classic caching algorithms that have been presented in the literature [3]–

[8], manage the CVC in the D2D network and affect P (i, fl), i.e., the probability that a

certain file is located in specific node. These algorithms try to use efficiently the available

space from all users associated to the SBS. Here, we propose one algorithm for interfacing

our scheme with these class of classic caching schemes. For demonstration purposes we focus

on a class of D2D classic caching systems where caching decisions are deterministic. With

deterministic caching the SBS knows which specific user, or network node in general, has

a specific file. According to the caching algorithm we will describe shortly, the probability

that node i has in its local cache file fl is:

P (i, fl) =



1 if l = k%U + 1, 0 ≤ k ≤ UM,UM ≤ F

0 if UM < k,UM ≤ F

1 if 0 ≤ k ≤ fmin, UM > F

1 if l = (F + t)%U + 1, k = fmin + 1, UM > F

(t = [0, ..., UM − F − fmin(U − 1)− 1])

1 if l = (k%U) + 1, k > fmin + 1, UM > F

0 if l ̸= (k%U) + 1, k > fmin + 1, UM > F

(22)

This function specifies whether file fl is cached at node i depending on different conditions

that involve the id of a file, the size of the file library, the available caching capacity. Note

the deterministic nature of this function, i.e., it is effectively an indicator function since a

file will either be located or not at a user depending on its id. To explain the D2D caching

algorithm captured in (22) clearly, we distinguish two cases. If UM ≤ F , and if the file

6If we need to account for self-requests a term PCVC(fi)P (i, fi) has to be added.
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has index k less than UM , this means that it is placed in the CVC with a deterministic

modulo operation in the first line above. Since there is a file-fl-to-user-i assignment policy

based on the modulo operation, the probability that a user has the file will be 1 or 0. If the

index k is larger than UM then the probability of any user having this file is zero (second

line in the above).

Caching is more complicated when condition UM > F is true, i.e., there is extra caching

space beyond what the file library requires. The extra space is allocated for CAIC. Data

in the virtual CAIC space are only used by the CAIC algorithm. The extra space used for

CAIC can be measured with parameter fmin = ⌊UM−F
U

⌋ that indicates the average extra

caching space available per user in terms of files. For example if fmin is equal to 2, it means

that every user has two file positions for storing CAIC files which means that it can replicate

the 2 most popular files in addition to the files it has in the CVC.

Example 1: To explain (22) more clearly, we present an example with MU=4×6=24, and

F=10 in Fig. 3. The extra space is 14 files and fmin=2, which means that the first 2 most

popular files (with id k=0,1) can be fully replicated at every user leading to a probability of

1 (third line of (22)). This caching decision consumes fmin×(U −1)=10 files. The remaining

space of 4 files will be used for starting the replication of file with id k=2 (fourth line

of (22) and case k=fmin+1). This results in the partial replication of f2. Hence, with our

algorithm popular files enjoy a high degree of replication to improve CAIC opportunities.

Finally, it is easy to calculate the probability that a file fi is in the CVC:

PCVC(fi) =

 1 if 1 ≤ k ≤ UM

0 if UM < k ≤ F
(23)

VII. Application of Classic D2D Caching and CAIC in HetNets & Performance Evaluation

For cellular systems the highly-efficient short-range communication of SBSs must be

complemented with MBSs to ensure umbrella coverage. As we explained this gives rise to

the HetNet paradigm where a high power MBS is overlaid with tiers of low-power small
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Fig. 3. Interface of classic caching algorithms with CAIC. Contents of the cache at each user according to the

proposed caching algorithm for different M .

SBSs that use short-range spectral-efficient communication. Despite the several benefits of

the HetNet architecture, it suffers from a major drawback: Intra-cell interference is caused

from the MBS to the users communicating with the low power SBSs, when they operate

in the same physical time and frequency resources (co-channel deployments). One strategy

for handling this type of interference in HetNets, is time-domain resource partitioning

where the macrocells shut off their transmission for a subset of the available resources [21].

This technique was standardized in 3GPP LTE Rel. 10 under the more general scheme of

enhanced inter-cell interference coordination (eICIC). Users associated to the small cells

can achieve higher data rates in almost blank subframes (ABS) since interference from the

MBS is limited to the bare minimum [17]. However, even with resource blanking during

the MBS transmissions (needed to ensure umbrella coverage for the complete network) in

the regular subframes (RS), the small cells experience poor performance. This observation

motivated the development of eICIC guidelines that suggest the allocation of ABS to cell

edge users and RSs to users closer to the SBS so as to improve efficiency. Still, when the

MBS transmits all the users will suffer from lower rate.

The HetNet scenario is ideal for exploring the performance benefits of CAIC in a modern

topology and this is what we do next. More specifically, the role of the BS in the CAIC

analysis we presented in the previous sections, is assumed by the MBS, while several small
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cells exist and deploy independently the joint CAIC and classic D2D caching framework

described in Section VI.

A. Simulation Setup for a HetNet

The U users per SBS are assumed to be deployed randomly and uniformly within the

small cell they are associated, which is the dominant model in industry and academia [22].

The users are static as we already explained during the description of our channel model.

To evaluate the performance under the most challenging HetNet conditions we consider

no resource blanking, that is the MBS always transmits. The transmission power of the

MBSs is equal to PMBS=46dBm while PSC varies depending on the experiment (based on

realistic settings [21]). Regarding the used MCSs, R2 was set to a constant value for a

given experiment. Also R1 was set to the value that maximizes the throughput. We present

results for the throughput of the complete HetNet or the throughput per-user. Each plotted

data point was obtained by averaging the results of 2 × 104 topologies. In all the figures

our scheme is denoted as D2DSIC since it combines classic D2D caching and CAIC.

B. Result for Different User Cache Size M

In the figures we compare with state-of-the-art D2D caching systems [3]. Recall that

with the classic D2D caching system if a file is locally available it is delivered through

the highly-efficient short-range communication. Without any from of cooperation between

the MBS and the SBS, this is the optimal scheme [3], [4], [12]. Results for the HetNet

throughput v.s. the number U of the users that are associated to each small cell can be

seen in Fig. 4(a). For a small number of users/small cell we have many deployed SBSs which

means higher spatial reuse but poor caching performance (CVC misses). Regarding CAIC,

for higher number of small cells, or low number of users per small cell, the probability that

a user has in its respective part of the CVC file fl is high (given that the file is in the CVC

in the first place). Since the CVC stores files based on their popularity, this strategy means
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Fig. 5. Throughput v.s. the small cell users per small cell U .

that in this low user-per-small-cell regime, users have stored in their own cache the most

popular files that can also coincide frequently with the file fl transmitted from the MBS.

For slightly higher number of users/small cell caching performance improves resulting in
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the observed peaks. However, the overall HetNet performance is then reduced because of

lower spatial reuse for both systems since fewer small cells are deployed.

The performance increase is improved as the ratio M/F of the file library that each

user stores is increased. This motivates two performance improvement approaches: First

the increase of the CVC space to improve the classic caching gain, and second the increase

of the CAIC cache per user to improve the CAIC gain by lowering U and increasing M .

In our network this effectively means that even though we can keep MU constant and

obtain the classic caching gain, we can create cells of smaller radius but with higher storage

requirements for the individual users in order to increase the CAIC gain.

In the right part of the x axis in Fig. 4(a), for low number of small cells or high number

of users per small cell, the opportunity for having file fl locally (term P (i, fl) for CAIC

is lower because even though the CVC space MU is higher overall, fl can be at any of

the U users of the CVC reducing thus the opportunities for CAIC. Hence, in this regime

there is poor use of the caching resources at the users. This means that CAIC performance

converges to that of the D2D system. Still, our scheme offers improved robustness to the

presence of the MBS since it can offer an interference-free channel from the MBS more

frequently as M is increased.

C. Results for Different γ

The previous results were obtained for γ=1 while next we evaluate different popularity

distributions and the results are plotted in Fig. 4(b). When γ is increased, i.e., there is

higher degree of content reuse, the performance gains of our scheme are higher especially for

small U . Baseline D2D achieves higher performance because the file is found more frequently

in the CVC. However, in our system a higher γ means that popular files are transmitted

more frequently from the MBS and so CAIC can be used more frequently.

The performance of every scheme worsens for higher values of γ as the number of small

cells is decreased. To understand this behavior recall that we do not consider self-requests,
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i.e., this is the throughput excluding self-requests, which means that for higher γ there are

more self requests. One final observation, that is distinguishable for γ=0.7, is that after

U=10 the performance drop has a steeper slope which is again attributed to the fact after

that point every file is present in the CVC leading to lower gains.

D. Results for Different MBS MCS R2

Next we study a subset of the parameters related to wireless communication like the

MCS and the transmit power of the MBS. This will allow us to evaluate the robustness

of CAIC to the high-power source of interference. Regarding the impact of the MCS R2

used by the MBS, we notice in Fig. 5(a) that the peak performance gain of our scheme

is increased as R2 is decreased. However, the important detail is that for D2D higher R2

leads to worse SIC performance and in particular the term Pr{CSIC
SBS,i > R1} as we can see

from (16) and (19). That is the classic SIC fails because higher order MCSs have higher

probability of a decoding failure. CAIC does not experience the same level of performance

degradation because it is based on cache-assisted SIC: The term Pr{CCAIC
SBS,i > R1} in (19)

is a quantity independent of R2 since it does not have to decode the MBS.

E. Small Cell Transmission Power PSC

Reducing the transmission power of the small cells reduces ICI in the complete HetNet,

which is something positive, but also reduces the communication rate in each small cell.

Hence, there is a well-known tradeoff involved in this case (the classic power control problem

for ICI minimization). The related results for our setup can be seen in Fig. 5(b). For high

small cell density, that occurs in the left part of this figure, the performance increase with

increased transmission power in the small cells is negated by the reduction in spatial reuse.

Hence, all configurations of the CAIC system converge to a HetNet throughput equal with a

normalized value of 5. Switching from 30dBm to 33dBm offers minor benefit in this regime.

On the other hand, when the density of the small cells is reduced, as we move to right of
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Fig. 6. Throughput v.s. M/F and different number of users per small cell U .

the x axis, then higher transmission power leads to higher performance as expected. It is

also important to note that the relative gain of CAIC in a very dense network (e.g. for

U=14) is higher regardless of the transmit power.

F. The Case of MU > F

One of the most interesting results is obtained when the storage capacity of the users is

increased. Now we present the throughput per user to emphasize the result more clearly. For

100 macrocell users in Fig. 6(a) we see that our scheme is more robust to variations in U for

higher values of M/F . The peak performance for the classic D2D occurs at M/F=0.1 and

M/F=0.2 because the CVC contains the entire file library for U=10 and U=5, respectively.

Our baseline scheme CAIC experiences a peak for higher M/F since the additional space

is used by the CAIC system. For a higher number of 250 users in the complete macrocell

in Fig. 6(b) the CAIC throughput with is double than that of D2D for a storage space

equal to M/F=0.3. Hence, with higher user density the benefit is that the CVC can be

distributed to more users allowing thus the CAIC cache to be increased. This means higher
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performance.

VIII. Conclusion

In this paper we proposed cache-assisted interference cancellation (CAIC) for wireless

communication in small cells that operate under an interfering BS that transmits re-usable

files. Cached popular files at the users are used for canceling the transmissions of the

BS when it transmits these files. The result is an interference-free channel which means

that performance gains in terms of capacity or outage probability come in addition to the

well-known benefits of classic caching. We provide capacity and outage analyses that are

corroborated with simulation and experimental results. The applicability of our concept is

also demonstrated in HetNets with significant performance improvements.
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